Jumpstart Your Digital
Transformation Solution
POTS Transformation as a Service (PTaaS)
Don’t Get Left Behind

POTS lines will soon be a thing of the past, as carriers are slowly phasing out these networks. You must have a plan
to transition to a compatible, affordable and reliable solution in order to avoid continued cost increases and ensure
business continuity. But transitioning your voice and specialty lines – POS, fax, alarms, elevators – can be a
daunting task.

Spectrotel Makes POTS Transformation Easy

Spectrotel has the industry’s most extensive portfolio of POTS alternative solutions, offering cost-effective and
resilient solutions to transform your copper networks and future proof your business-critical lines. You can choose
your network and features without giving up the reliability of POTS.

The Power of Spectrotel One

As a next generation aggregator, Spectrotel makes it simple to modernize your enterprise with multiple phase
solutions for transition and optimization. Let us help you bridge your POTS service from the past to the future with
economical, compliant and reliable solutions.

The Spectrotel Advantage
Our 3-step process provides an easy and fast migration to your new solution
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Assess and
recommend

Design and
project manage

Implement
and support

Our experienced engineering
team conducts a thorough
evaluation of your current
business and plans for
future growth. Through this
analysis we are able
to outline a comprehensive
plan eliminating surprises
and maximizing your
budget dollars.

After our comprehensive
discovery process we
create a tailored solution
specific to your needs.
Our dedicated project
managers ensure all
deliverables, milestones,
and timelines meet or
exceed expectations.

Enjoy a smooth
transition from design
to execution with our
white-glove installation
and 24/7 hands-on
support. We manage
all the finer details
providing you with
peace of mind.

POTS Transformation as a Service (PTaaS)

Why have “Plain” or “Old” Telephone Service When You
Could Have a New Digital Solution?
| SIP Suite of Solutions (SIP Analog, SIP Trunks and Enterprise SIP)

○R
 ealize the benefits of converged communications without breaking the bank and requiring little to no
Capex investment
○ Enjoy flexibility and rapid deployment via a secure and feature-rich cloud platform
○ Experience high-quality voice conversations over your internet connection using your IP-PBX system
as a foundation

| Spectrotel POTS Transformation Box Solutions
| Ooma AirDial
| SPECTROTEL POTS IN A BOX®

○F
 ully managed and monitored proactive
service that supports typical POTS use
cases including alarm systems, elevators,
POS, and feature-rich voice lines
○ Manage current and future needs with an
advanced feature set including dual SIM
4G LTE, plus up to 12 hour battery backup
protection comes included
○ Save up to 30% on your current spend with
uniform, predictable and geography-agnostic
billing making accounting more manageable

| POTS over Broadband

○ The industry’s most robust portfolio with the four
largest cable providers offering business grade cable voice
network serving all 50 states*
○ Private voice networks offering utility-level reliability and redundancy
○ Uniform installation and support via an online portal with the convenience of single invoice
○ Bundle with competitively priced internet on the same network for an integrated solution
*wherever cable internet is available

Modernize the Enterprise
Spectrotel’s cloud communications solutions help you modernize your network, monetize your technology
investment, and amortize your costs as operating expenses – all under one umbrella. You’ll get 24/7/365 white-glove
support for your human-crafted cloud communications solutions.

Contact us for a free consultation.

sales@spectrotel.com
877.542.9200
spectrotel.com

Human Crafted.
Enterprise Optimized.

